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Abstract: The recent advancements of wireless technology and applications make downlink
scheduling and resource allocations an important research topic. In this paper, we consider the
problem of downlink scheduling for multi-user scalable video streaming over orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) channels. The video streams are precoded using a scalable video
coding (SVC) scheme. We propose a fuzzy logic-based scheduling algorithm, which prioritises the
transmission to different users by considering video content, and channel conditions. Furthermore,
a novel analytical model and a new performance metric have been developed for the performance
analysis of the proposed scheduling algorithm. The obtained results show that the proposed algorithm
outperforms the content-blind/channel aware scheduling algorithms with a gain of as much as 19%
in terms of the number of supported users. The proposed algorithm allows for a fairer allocation
of resources among users across the entire sector coverage, allowing for the enhancement of video
quality at edges of the cell while minimising the degradation of users closer to the base station.
Keywords: content-aware; cross-layer; fuzzy inference system; OFDMA; scheduling; SVC;
video streaming

1. Introduction
Supporting multimedia applications and services over wireless networks is challenging due
to constraints and heterogeneities such as limited bandwidth, limited battery power, random
time-varying channel conditions, different protocols and standards, and varying quality of service
(QoS) requirements. Two main classifications can be performed as far as scheduling algorithms are
concerned: channel-aware schedulers and content-aware schedulers. A comprehensive survey on
downlink channel-aware and content-aware scheduling algorithms can be found in [1,2].
It is worth mentioning that channel-unaware schedulers make no use of channel state conditions
such as power level, channel error and loss rates. These basically focus on fulfilling delay and
throughput constraints. Examples of the traditional channel-unaware schedulers are Round-Robin,
weighted fair queuing (WFQ) and priority-based algorithms. Such algorithms assume perfect channel
conditions, no loss and unlimited power source. However, due to the nature of wireless medium
and the user mobility, these assumptions are not valid. The base station (BS) downlink scheduler
could rather use channel information (e.g., channel state information (CSI), including the Carrier to
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Interference and Noise Ratio (CINR)) which is reported back from the mobile receiver. Most of the
channel-aware algorithms assume that channel conditions do not change within the frame period.
It is also assumed that the channel information is known at both the transmitter and the receiver.
In general, schedulers favour the users with better channel quality to exploit the multi-user diversity
and channel fading. However, to meet fairness requirements, the scheduler also needs to consider
other users’ requirements and should introduce some compensation mechanisms.
In content-unaware scheduling strategies, the QoS of the received video is measured in generic
terms of packet delay, packet loss rate, or data rate. In general, these methods exploit the variability
of the wireless channel over time and across users, allocating a majority of the available resources to
users with good channel quality. Ultimately, these scheduling strategies support higher data rates,
while maintaining fairness across multiple users. In this context, these strategies attempt to maximise
a utility function, which is defined as either a function of each user’s current average throughput, or of
each user’s queue length or delay of the head-of-line packet [2].
In contrast, content-aware scheduling strategy is not a simple function of the data rate, delay, or
data loss but it is rather affected differently by the impact of losses and errors in different segments of
the video stream. This is highlighted in a scalable video coding (SVC) bitstream, which consists of
one base layer and multiple enhancement layers. As long as the base layer is received, the receiver
can decode the video stream. As more enhancement layers are received, the decoded video quality
is improved. In multi-user video transmission, this introduces a type of multi-user content diversity
that can be exploited by content-aware scheduling policies in optimising the utilisation of the network
resources. Examples of content-aware methods and current SVC studies are found in [2–9]. Unlike
state-of-the-art content aware strategies, the proposed scheduling rule considers SVC layer priority
index. The higher the layer priority, the higher the probability of the layer to be scheduled. The layers
can be marked outside the eNodeB, for instance at the packet data network gateway (P-GW) or video
server, whereas the scheduler at the eNodeB exploits the layer priority marking and schedule layers
contributing maximum to the overall video quality. There exist several quality of experience (QoE)
layer marking strategies, such as in [10,11], where SVC layers are marked based on their contribution
to the overall QoE. Therefore, the proposed scheduling rule requires only layer priority index at the
eNodeB, whereas the complex processing of SVC layer marking is performed outside the eNodeB.
On the other hand, the state-of-the-art content aware scheduling requires complex video content
processing at the eNodeB. However, the transfer of video content related information to the eNodeB is
not practical thus restricting the usage of such strategies.
Several content aware scheduling strategies [12–17] evaluate the value of the content and maximise
the video quality of the streaming users subject to the channel constraints. However, such strategies
suffer from high computation complexity at the MAC layer of the eNodeB. In order to address the
complexity issue, we proposed a scheduling strategy, where complexity in terms of the number
of iterations varies linearly w.r.t the number of users and resources. In other words, the proposed
fuzzy-based scheduling priority function is a linear function of the users (competing for resources)
and the number of resources. This is in contrast to the content-aware scheduling strategies where
scheduling complexity varies exponentially w.r.t the number of users and resources.
Furthermore, the literature lacks proposals on content-aware priority-based scheduling algorithm
which utilises an fuzzy inference system (FIS). An FIS considers the concept of vagueness and uses
probability-based mathematical models to represent the vagueness. Words/estimates are potentially
less precise than numbers or Boolean representation; however, words are closer to human intuition.
Hence, FIS would be a good approach to explore the tolerance for imprecisions and hence gain a
better understanding of the application. There are two common inference methods: the Mamdani’s
fuzzy inference method and the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang method of fuzzy inference. In several studies
related to real time scheduling, as in [18,19], it was proven that Mamdani-type FIS and Sugeno-type
FIS perform similarly, except that using Sugeno-type FIS model allows the scheduling system to work
at its full capacity. In addition, it was proven that Sugeno-type FIS has the advantage that it can be
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integrated with neural networks and genetic algorithm or other optimisation techniques, so that the
controller can adapt to individual user and variable channel conditions [18,19]. FIS is an effective tool
to establish relationships between input and output variables. It is particularly useful for relatively
small dataset and limited number of input variables. Utilising FIS, we propose a downlink scheduling
algorithm and a user utility function, which complements our study. Furthermore, this method
provides computational efficiency and is well-suited for optimisation and adaption of algorithms,
which makes it a potential candidate for scheduling problems, in particular for dynamic wireless
systems. Hence, for our study the popular Sugeno’s FIS method is chosen.
This paper provides four main contributions, highlighted below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Proposing a multi-user content-aware priority-based scheduling algorithm, where packet
priorities are selected based on Sugeno FIS.
Proposing a framework for quantitatively classifying the video content, in order to apply the
proposed FIS.
Proposing a performance metric called significance throughput. This metric gives a better
indication of the scheduler performance for content sensitive traffic than throughput.
Lastly, proposing a novel analytical model of the FIS-based scheduling algorithm, and providing
analysis of it.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a background on fuzzy inference
system, orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) systems and scalable video coding.
In Section 3, we present the related work on the existing downlink scheduling algorithms. Section 4
describes the methodology which consists of an FIS-based downlink scheduling algorithm, a wireless
system model, a novel key performance metric (i.e., significance throughput), and lastly, the analytical
model to analyse the proposed scheduling algorithm. Results of the analytical model are reported in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Background
In this section, we provide background on the core aspects of this paper which are fuzzy inference
system, OFDMA systems and scalable video coding.
As mentioned earlier in Section 1, for our study the Sugeno fuzzy inference method is chosen.
The underlying concept of FIS is that of a linguistic variable which makes it closer to human intuition.
Hence, fuzzy logic is a good approach to explore the tolerance for imprecisions and hence gain a better
understanding of the application. An FIS performs the mapping of a given input to an output using
the fuzzy logic and by employing components such as membership functions, fuzzy logic operators
and If-Then rules. After the input and output variables are defined for the Fuzzy system, the next step
is to assign linguistic labels in order to provide quantification of the values, which are defined through
membership functions. More details on the functionality of FIS can be found in [20,21].
The underlying wireless technology considered in this paper is 4G system, which is based
on OFDMA. The OFDMA systems allow multiple users to share the spectrum at the same time.
The subcarriers in OFDMA are shared between multiple users; to enable better utilisation of radio
resources. This technique helps wireless technologies improve the system capability to achieve the
following: (1) support high data rates, (2) provide multi-user diversity, (3) compact/eliminate the
inter-symbol-interference (ISI) caused by multipath fading and (4) to be immune to frequency selective
fading [2].
The video streams used in this paper are precoded using an SVC scheme. SVC [22] represents a
video sequence via multiple layers with different quality, resolution or frame rate as shown in Figure 1.
SVC enables graceful degradation of video quality when resources are limited, hence it is particularly
suitable for the case of multi-user video scheduling.
In other words, an SVC stream has a base layer and several enhancement layers. As long as
the base layer is received, the receiver can decode the video stream. As more enhancement layers
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are received, the decoded video quality is improved. The scalability of SVC consists of temporal
scalability, spatial scalability and quality scalability. In this work, we consider SVC with temporal
scalability, however our approach is also applicable to other scalability models which are defined
in [22]. For example, in temporal scalability model, we consider a Hierarchical B frame group of
pictures (GOP) structure as follows {K0 B2 B1 B2 K0 ..}, where K0 is an I or P key picture. The number
of coding layers NL = 3. Each layer is composed of one or more frames. The layers in order of
importance are the key picture {K0 } with index l = 0, {B1 } with index l = 1 and {B2 B2 } with index
l = 2. The significance values are v = 1, v = 2/3 and v = 1/3, respectively.

Figure 1. Temporal, spatial and quality scalability of scalable video coding (SVC).

3. Related Work
Over the years, various packet scheduling algorithms have been developed to support real
time (RT) and non-real time (NRT) services, comprising the most commonly used ones, namely:
proportional fair (PF), modified largest weighted delay first (M-LWDF) and exponential-PF (EXP-PF)
schedulers [2,3]. In the aforementioned schedulers, each flow is assigned a priority value and the
radio bearer which carries the flow with the highest priority value will be scheduled first at the
corresponding transmission time interval (TTI). When transmitting multimedia services to multiple
users over wireless systems, a scheduling strategy should address the trade-off between resource
utilisation and fairness among users. Network operators are mostly interested in maximising the
exploitation of the resources, e.g., assigning more resources to the user(s) experiencing better channel
conditions. However, this approach of theirs can result in unsatisfied users, which in turn would result
in users’ experiencing worse channel conditions and hence, leading towards not meeting their QoS
and QoE requirements.
In our previous studies [2,23], we carried out a comprehensive review on the existing
content-aware strategies. In addition, we classified content-aware strategies into the following three
classes: (1) quality driven scheduling approach, (2) proxy driven radio resource allocation approach
and (3) client driven approach. In this paper, we take a step forward on proposing a content-aware
scheduling strategy that would fall under the first class i.e., quality driven scheduling approach as
this approach consists of scheduling strategies specifically designed for video streaming traffic. In this
approach, the information on the content of different video traffic flows is provided through cross-layer
signalling to the radio access network (RAN). These types of schedulers consider in their scheduling
decision different objective functions (e.g., mean square error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
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and structural similarity (SSIM)) based on the video quality. The main goal of this scheduler is to
maximise the video quality of the streaming users under channel and bandwidth constraints.
Content-aware downlink packet scheduling schemes for multi-user scalable video delivery
over wireless networks are proposed in [8,24,25]. Their schedulers use a gradient-based scheduling
framework along with SVC schemes. Similarly, a content-aware and fair downlink packet scheduling
algorithm for scalable video transmission over long-term evolution (LTE) systems is proposed in [26].
The authors proposed a Nash bargaining based on fair downlink scheduling strategy for scalable video
transmission to multiple users. A novel utility metric based on the importance of the video contents
obtained from a GOP is used in conjunction with the decoding deadline of the GOP. The system
capacity in terms of satisfied users can be increased by 20% with the proposed content-based utility in
comparison with advanced, state-of-the-art throughput based strategies. The authors in [27] improve
the work in [26] by exploiting multi-user time-averaged diversity. The reason for using SVC is to
provide multiple high quality video streams over different prevailing channel conditions for multiple
users. The schedulers proposed outperform the traditional content-blind scheduling approaches.
Furthermore, a significant improvement was observed in terms of objective video quality metrics
(e.g., Throughput, PSNR, SSIM, etc.) when the proposed scheduling schemes were compared with the
content-blind scheduling schemes in the presence of network congestion. Hence, it was established
that the video content should be given utmost importance after QoS, when determining the quality
of video sequences [3]. However, the proposed content-aware schedulers did not explicitly consider
channel conditions in its allocation process. In a wireless environment, this could lead to poor video
quality, with a few users with very poor channel conditions, using almost all the available channel
resources to satisfy their video quality requirements.
It is worth mentioning that video quality is subjective, and while it is relatively straightforward
to distinguish between the importance of different segments of the video stream, based on their
relative impact on video quality, it is difficult to quantify these differences. In Reference [3,28–30],
priority-based scheduling algorithms are proposed, with the priority function taking into account the
importance of different frame types, channel conditions, buffer state and the relative start time of the
video streams of the users. At the beginning of a time slot the scheduler computes the priorities of
all users and schedules the one with the highest priority to transmit. This scheme when compared to
non-content aware scheduling ensures that the higher priority frames have a lower frame loss rate.
However, it is not clear how to set the priorities assigned to the different frame types, in order to
optimise performance. This is particularly an issue when SVC is considered and a larger set of possible
priorities exist.
To elaborate on the significance of priority-based content-aware scheduling, a QoE-based packet
marking strategy scheduling model is presented in Figure 2. According to the figure, the marking
algorithm at the P-GW provides packet prioritisation for video streams having different number of
quality enhancement layers. The algorithm at the P-GW exploits the utility functions (based on mean
opinion score (MOS) vs. Bit-rate) of the video streams and mark layers according to their bit-rates and
contribution towards the overall perceived video quality. The main goal of the marking is to achieve
the maximum video quality under the constraint of the available network resources. Thus, the packets
of video layers contributing less towards MOS at the expense of higher bit-rates are marked to be
served with lower priority. The higher the priority class, the lower the importance of the marked
packets, which is exploited by the scheduler at the eNodeB by dropping such packets when the system
becomes highly congested as given in [31]. According to [10,32], priority-based optimised packet
marking reduces congestion at the base station and provides timely video rate adaptation at the RAN.
However, the approach is limited only to scalable video traffic without considering video traffic types
which do not have scalable properties.
Furthermore, to demonstrate the significance of fuzzy logic in resource allocation and scheduling,
the authors in [33] proposed a novel fuzzy scheduler for cell-edge users in LTE-advanced networks
using Voronoi algorithm. In this study, the authors focused on proposing an energy efficient and
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QoS-aware downlink scheduler for real-time services. Moreover, fuzzy rules were used to optimise the
resource allocation for the downlink scheduling of the cell-edge users. The results showed that the
proposed scheduler is energy efficient, QoS-aware and beneficial to the cell-edge users.

Figure 2. Quality of experience (QoE)-aware packet priority marking based scheduling.

Moreover, the authors in [34] proposed a joint downlink radio resource allocation and scheduling
algorithm for LTE networks using fuzzy-based adaptive priority and effective bandwidth estimation.
The resource allocation is based on estimating the utilised bandwidths of traffic flows, whereas
the downlink scheduling algorithm is designed to compute the adaptive priorities for the different
users by using fuzzy logic. This study focused on ensuring that the QoS parameters are compliant
with the requirements of the LTE network. Similarly, the authors in [35] opted for a fuzzy logic
approach and proposed a joint scheduling and link adaptation scheme. Furthermore, the proposed
scheduler was a priority-based scheme, which optimally allocates radio resources to multiple users
based on their QoS requirements for a given application. In addition, the authors went a step further
and included power optimisation feature, which would adapt to user’s power supply constraints.
The results were obtained through numerical evaluations over FIS. The authors concluded that their
proposed fuzzy-based scheduler performed similar to the benchmark analytical approach, which
utilised Lagrange multipliers scheme, however, with less computational complexity.
In Reference [36], the authors proposed an intelligent fuzzy logic-based channel-aware resource
allocation and scheduling scheme over LTE-A networks in the uplink direction. The proposed
system was designed to optimally accommodate multi-traffic classes (i.e., real-time and non-real-time).
Their channel-aware framework employed Kalman filter controller for channel estimation as well as to
meet QoS requirements of the end-users. The performance analysis was carried out in terms of QoS
indices (e.g., bandwidth, throughput, fairness, jitter and delay), which indicated that the proposed
fuzzy-based scheduler delivered reliable scheduling for real-time services without comprising the
non-real-time traffic.
Nevertheless, as mentioned in Section 1, the literature lacks proposals on content-aware
priority-based scheduling algorithm utilising FIS. FIS is beneficial for research and analysis because it
provides a trade-off between significance and precision and it relies on concepts of human reasoning
that is considered to be most reliable. In addition, the aforementioned studies focus more on
content-blind schedulers and lack addressing content-aware scheduling strategies using fuzzy logic.
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It is important to note that content-blind schedulers do not produce accurate results as video contents
contain different spatio-temporal features, which are their unique signatures, which this paper aims to
address by proposing an intelligent fuzzy logic-based content-aware and channel-aware downlink
scheduling algorithm for scalable videos over LTE Networks.
4. Methodology
The methodology followed in this paper can be outlined as proposing a scheduling algorithm
based on fuzzy logic, which prioritises the transmission to multiple users by considering video content,
and channel conditions. We start with proposing wireless system model, followed by proposing a
fuzzy logic-based content and channel aware downlink scheduler. Next, a novel key performance
metric (i.e., significance throughput) is proposed for measuring the performance of the content-aware
scheduling algorithm. Lastly, the analytical model is developed in order to analyse the proposed
scheduling algorithm.
4.1. The Proposed Wireless System Model
To design the system model, we consider a single 120◦ sector of a tri-sectored hexagonal cellular
downlink orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) network, where each cell is served
by a base station (BS) with three collocated directional antennas, each serving its respective sector.
The tagged sector is serving N active wireless users, uniformly distributed across its area. The system
bandwidth for each allocation duration is divided into M physical resource blocks (PRBs), where a PRB
is a multi-dimensional resource unit spanning a fixed number of OFDMA subcarriers with bandwidth
B and symbol durations.
All the sectors of the same BS can use the same PRBs simultaneously without interference.
Adjacent sectors from neighbouring cells form a cluster. interference from neighbouring clusters
is substantially mitigated by the sectorised architecture and the propagation pathloss and fading.
A simple inter-cell coordination algorithm is assumed that avoids interference between sectors of the
same cluster for all users, by ensuring that neighbouring sectors of the same cluster never use the same
PRBs simultaneously. By ensuring zero inter-cell interference (ICI) for all users, the number of PRBs
required by each user is minimised, thus making available more PRBs for other users in the sector and
in the cluster.
The number m ≤ M of PRBs allocated to a sector is a function of the mean expected traffic load
(in bits/s) requirement of the sector relative to the other sectors in the same cluster. So if Lcluster and
Lsector denote the total expected load of all sectors in the cluster and the load of the tagged sector
respectively, then m ≈ Lsector /Lcluster . The base station can allocate m PRBs to a set of N users at each
allocation instance. At each allocation instance multiple PRBs can be assigned to a single user, each
PRB however can be assigned to at most one user.
We assume that the channel conditions vary across different PRBs and for different users.
The channel conditions vary with time, frequency (e.g., frequency selective multipath fading) and user
location. Therefore, each PRB has a corresponding user-dependent and time-varying channel quality
that is represented by the maximum possible transmission rate for that user over that PRB. Let ri (t, φ)
denote the maximum possible transmission rate (bits/s) for user i over PRB φ at time t. Then,
ri (t, φ) = Gmux B log2 (1 + ei (φ)γi (t, φ)),

(1)

where γi (t, φ) is the estimated received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after diversity combining (including
multiple input-multiple output (MIMO) antenna diversity and shadow fading), Gmux is a MIMO
spatial multiplexing gain and ei (φ) is the estimation error margin for γi (t, φ). We assume that the
channel quality feedback from the user to the BS, comprising of γi (t, φ) and ei (φ), are provided to
scheduler within the channel’s coherence time. Taking bounds of the channel estimation error into
account, minimises the risk of errors during transmission.
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4.2. The Proposed Fuzzy Logic-Based Content and Channel Aware Downlink Scheduler
Utilising FIS, we propose a downlink scheduling algorithm and a user utility function. In this
subsection, we elaborate further on them, respectively.
4.2.1. The Downlink Scheduling Algorithm
The proposed scheduler considers an initial buffer delay or maximum delay constraint TD .
Each user must receive one or more GOP, depending on its GOP rate, in this time duration. When a
user needs to receive a number g GOPs in this time period, then there are g layers in total with the
same index l. The proposed scheduler treats these as a single layer with index l and ensures that they
are sent before any of the g layers in total with the same index l + 1. At the receiver, the layers are
re-ordered and reconstituted into frames according to their playback order.
The proposed scheduler, at any time instant, allocates PRBs to users iteratively. Let ΦARB (t, k) and
ΦURB (t, k) denote the set of allocated and unallocated PRBs, respectively by iteration k of time slot t. Let
Φi (t, k ) denote the set of PRBs allocated to user i by iteration k of time slot t, and ri (t, ϕ) is the attainable
bit rate of the user on PRB ϕ ∈ ΦURB (t, k). Therefore, each PRB has a corresponding user-dependent
and time-varying channel quality that is represented by the maximum possible transmission rate for
that user over that PRB. Let ri (t, φ) denote the maximum possible transmission rate (bits/s) for user i
over PRB φ at time t. The expression for ri (t, φ) is given in Equation (1).
For each user i, an antecedent layer is sent before any of its descendants. Let vi (t, k ) denote the
significance of the layer with the highest significance to be sent to user i by iteration k of time slot t.
The user-priority of user i by iteration k of time slot t on PRB ϕ ∈ ΦURB (t, k ) is
ui (t, k, ϕ) = Ffuzzy (vi (t, k), ri (t, φ)) ,

(2)

where the function Ffuzzy (vi (t, k), ri (t, φ)) is determined by zero-order Sugeno fuzzy inference.
The iterative algorithm operates as follows at any iteration k at time t:

2.

For |ΦURB (t, k)| > 0, find a PRB-user pair which has the highest user utility among all available
PRBs and users.
{i∗ , ϕ∗ } = arg max∀i,ϕ∈ΦURB (t,k) ui (t, k, ϕ) .

3.

Allocate PRB ϕ∗ to user i∗ :

1.

ΦPRB,i∗ (t, k + 1) = ΦPRB,i∗ (t, k) + { ϕ∗ }
4.

Delete the PRB from the set of available PRBs:
ΦURB (t, k + 1) = ΦURB (t, k ) − { ϕ∗ }

5.
6.

Repeat above until all PRBs are allocated, i.e., until |ΦURB (t, k)| = 0.
Repeat above steps for new time-slot t = t + TPRB , where TPRB is the time duration of a single PRB.

4.2.2. User Utility Function Based on Fuzzy Logic
The function defining the user utility ui (t, k, ϕ) = Ffuzzy (vi (t, k), ri (t, φ)) is derived by applying
the following fuzzy rule base.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rule 1:
Rule 2:
Rule 3:
Rule 4:

If signi f icance vi (t, k) is high then user_utility is high
If signi f icance vi (t, k) is low then user_utility is low
If rate ri (t, φ) is high then user_utility is high
If rate ri (t, φ) is low then user_utility is low

The fuzzy inference is applied to every user i/PRB ϕ pair for each iteration k of time slot t, where
PRB ϕ ∈ ΦURB (t, k).
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Let Vhigh and Vlow denote fuzzy significance sets over the universe of discourse of signi f icance,
representing high and low signi f icance set, respectively. Let UV (V ) denote a fuzzy singleton
consequent over the universe of discourse of signi f icance, where UV (Vhigh ) and UV (Vlow ) represent
the high and low consequents of Rule 1 and Rule 2, respectively. Let µV (vi (t, k)) denote the degree
of membership or membership function of signi f icance with a crisp value vi (t, k) in the fuzzy set
V ∈ {Vhigh , Vlow }. Let Rhigh and Rlow denote fuzzy rate sets over the universe of discourse of
signi f icance, representing high and low rate set, respectively. Let UR ( R) denote a fuzzy singleton
consequent over the universe of discourse of rate, where UR ( Rhigh ) and UR ( Rlow ) represent the high
and low consequents of Rule 3 and Rule 4, respectively. Let µR (ri (t, φ)) denote the degree of membership
or membership function of rate with a crisp value ri (t, φ) in the fuzzy set R ∈ { Rhigh , Rlow }.
Applying a zero-order Sugeno fuzzy inference results in a crisp value for user_utility u
expressed as
ui (t, k, ϕ) = Ffuzzy (vi (t, k), ri (t, φ)) ≡

∑V µV (vi (t, k, ϕ)) UrmV (V ) + ∑ R µR (ri (t, k, ϕ)) UR ( R)
. (3)
∑V µV (vi (t, k, ϕ)) + ∑ R µR (ri (t, k, ϕ))

The above expression is simplified by selecting membership functions such that
∑V µV (vi (t, k, ϕ)) = 1 and ∑ R µR (ri (t, k, ϕ)) = 1 then
"
#
ui (t, k, ϕ) ≡ 0.5

∑ µV (vi (t, k, ϕ)) UV (V ) + ∑ µR (ri (t, k, ϕ)) UR ( R)
V

.

(4)

R

The expression is further simplified by setting UV (V ) = UR ( R) = 0 for V = Vlow and R = Rlow .
ui (t, k, ϕ) ≡ 0.5 [µV (vi (t, k, ϕ)) UV (V ) + µR (ri (t, k, ϕ)) UR ( R)] , for V = Vhigh and R = Rhigh .

(5)

Finally, let UV (V ) = α and UR ( R) = 1 − α, where V = Vhigh and R = Rhigh , then:
ui (t, k, ϕ) ≡ 0.5 [µV (vi (t, k, ϕ)) α + µR (ri (t, k, ϕ)) (1 − α)] , for V = Vhigh and R = Rhigh ,

(6)

where α is referred to as the utility coefficient and determines the trade-off between content and
channel awareness.
Linear membership functions are used. The membership functions µV (v) = v and µR (r ) = r/rmax
for V = Vhigh and R = Rhigh , respectively, where rmax is the maximum rate in bits/s that can be
supported over a single PRB when using the highest order modulation.
4.3. Key System Parameters and Key Performance Metrics
There are two key system parameters for the joint multi-user content and channel aware
scheduling, namely the utility coefficient α and the number of users N. Specifically. we consider a
single tagged user for observation and N − 1 competing users. The tagged user is representative of
all users within a limited area of the sector. The utility coefficient α determines to what extent the
scheduler prioritises according to channel quality or content importance.
A novel key performance metric is proposed in this paper for evaluating the performance of
content-aware scheduling. This metric is the significance throughput Zsig ( p). Other metrics used are
the bit throughput Zbit ( p) in bits/s and average PSNR QP ( p), respectively. The metrics are computed
for a tagged user occupying a limited area of the sector containing p% of the closest users to the BS.
More elaborations and mathematical expressions on the aforementioned metrics are provided next in
Section 4.4.
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4.4. The Proposed Analytical Model
There are m PRBs per time-slot, where a time-slot is the allocation period for the scheduler.
We consider the allocation over a period of NTS time slots, where the duration of a time-slot is TPRB
seconds. The time TPRB NTS denotes the maximum delay constraint TD for all layers belonging to a
one or more GOPs of a user to be received. The frame rate Rframe is related to delay constraint as
Rframe = gNframe /TD , where Nframe is the number of frames per GOP and g is the number of GOPs
sent in TD . The GOP rate is g/TD and is determined by how the video has been coded. We consider a
period of operation of the scheduling algorithm over the duration TD . Figure 3 shows the time and
frequency distribution of PRBs over a single allocation period. Table 1 below summarises the symbols
used throughout in this paper.

Figure 3. Time/frequency distribution of the physical resource blocks (PRBs) over one allocation period.

We consider a given layer l of a tagged user i competing with the layers of N − 1 other users.
Associated with each layer, after the last iteration of the last slot in this period, is a set of PRBs from
the pool of MPRB = mNTS PRBs. The set of PRBs associated with each layer represents the minimum
number of an arbitrary grouping of PRBs required to send the layer to the user within the TD time
period, where feasible, or the total number of PRBs, otherwise. Each PRB from this set falls into two
categories. Either the PRB was allocated to the user and used to send bits of the layer or it was not
allocated due to competition. Associated with the set of PRBs is an average rate per PRB Ri (d) which
is a function of the the user’s distance d from the BS, and the long-term shadow fading. It is assumed
that short-term frequency selectivity across the set of PRBs is effectively mitigated using diversity, such
as frequency domain equalisation, interleaving/coding and distributed subcarrier allocation for each
PRB. This assumption simplifies the analysis and though it increases the complexity of the physical
layer, these suggested diversity schemes are features of advanced OFDMA standards such as LTE.
We assume that MIMO is used in antenna diversity mode and not in spatial multiplexing mode, such
that Gmux = 1.
(7)
Ri (d) = B log2 (1 + efade γi (d)),
where γi (d) is the mean SNR and efade is the shadow fading random variable with pdf f fade (e). The pdf
of Ri (d), f R (r, d), is obtained as a transformation of f fade (e).
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Users are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the sector, where the radius of the sector is drad
and its area is Asec = πd2rad /3. The area of the 120◦ sector centred at the BS occupied by p% of the
users is 0.01pAsec and has a radius dsec ( p) = (0.03pAsec /π )0.5 . The parameter δuser = N/Asec is the
user density, where N is the total number of users. The distance d of a single user within the sector
defined by radius dsec ( p) is a random variable determined by the uniform user distribution with a pdf
f d (d, p), where d ≤ dsec ( p) ≤ drad and dsec (100%) = drad .
Let Nbits (l, i ) denote the number of bits of layer l of user i, which has a probability mass function
PLB (k, l, i ). Let NPRB (l, i, d) denote the number of PRBs required to send layer l of user i, then:

NPRB (l, i, d) =


Nbits (l, i )
.
Ri (d) TPRB

(8)

Let PPRB (k, l, i, d) denote the probability mass function of NPRB (l, i, d), which is derived from
PLB (k, l, i ) and f R (r, d).
Let vi,l denote the significance of layer l of user i, and let ui,l (d) denote the utility of user i when
sending bits of layer l.
ui,l (d) = Ffuzzy (vi,l , Ri (d)) ,
(9)
Let f sig (l, i, d) denote the pdf of ui,l (d), which is derived from f R (r, d). Let Si,l (d) the number of
bits of layer l of user i that are transmitted before the delay constraint. Let i denote the index of the
tagged user and l the index of the layer under consideration. Let bi denote the index of a competing
user and b
l the index of a layer of this user. Let SPRB (l, i, d) denote the sum of PRBs required to send the
layers of the the competing users that have a higher utility than the tagged user and the layers of he
tagged user up to layer l. For l > 0
N −1 NL (bi )−1

SPRB (l, i, d) =

∑

bi =0,bi 6=i

∑

l −1

NPRB (b
l, bi, db)I(ubi,bl (db) > ui,l (d)) −

b
l =0

∑

NPRB (λ, i, d),

(10)

λ =0

where the function I(condition) equals 0, if condition is f alse and equals 1, otherwise. For l = 0
N −1 NL (bi )−1

SPRB (l, i, d) =

∑

bi =0,bi 6=i

∑

NPRB (b
l, bi, db)I(ubi,bl (db) > ui,l (d)).

(11)

b
l =0

The difference MPRB − SPRB (l, i, d) determines the number of PRBs available to send layer l of the
tagged user. If this difference is zero or negative, then no bits of the layer are sent. If it is non-zero,
positive and less than NPRB (l, i, d), then some but not all bits of the layer are sent. If it is non-zero,
positive and equal to or more than NPRB (l, i, d), then all bits of the layer are sent. Therefore,


0







R
(
d
)
E
M
−
S
(
l,
i,
d
)
PRB
PRB
i
Si,l (d) =







 Ri (d)E NPRB (l, i, d)

if MPRB − SPRB (l, i, d) ≤ 0
if 0 < MPRB − SPRB (l, i, d) ≤ NPRB (l, i, d)

(12)

if MPRB − SPRB (l, i, d) > NPRB (l, i, d)

The significance throughput Ssig (d) of a user at distance d from its BS
Ssig (d) =

1
NL (i )

NL (i )−1

∑

l =0

Si,l (d)
,
Ri (d)E{ NPRB (l, i, d)}

(13)
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The bit throughput Sbit (d) of a user at distance d from its BS
NL (i )−1

Sbit (d) =

∑

l =0

1
S ( d ),
TD i,l

(14)

The average PSNR Q(d) of a user at distance d from its BS
NL (i )−1

Q(d) =

∑

( q l − q l −1 )

l =0

Si,l (d)
,
Ri (d)E{ NPRB (l, i, d)}

(15)

where ql is the average PSNR if all l + 1 layers have been received without error and equals zero for
l < 0.
The significance throughput Zsig ( p) of a user among the p% of users closest to the BS
Zsig ( p) =

Z dsec ( p)
0

f d (d, p)Ssig (d)dd,

(16)

The bit throughput Zbit ( p) of a user among the p% of users closest to the BS
Zbit ( p) =

Z dsec ( p)
0

f d (d, p)Sbit (d)dd,

(17)

The average PSNR QP ( p) of a user among the p% of users closest to the BS
QP ( p ) =

Z dsec ( p)
0

f d (d, p) Q(d)dd.

(18)

Table 1. Table of symbols.
Q(d), Ssig (d), Sbit (d)

Average PSNR, Significance throughput and Bit throughput, respectively, for a
user at distance d from the BS.

QP ( p), Zsig ( p) and Zbit ( p)

Average PSNR, Significance throughput and Bit throughput, respectively, of a
user among the p% of users closest to the BS.

ql

Average PSNR if all l + 1 layers have been received without error.

Si,l (d)

Number of bits of layer l of user i that are transmitted before the delay constraint.

vi,l

Significance of layer l of user i.

Ri (d), f R (r, d)

Average rate per PRB Ri (d) and its pdf as a function of the the user’s distance d
from the BS.

ui,l (d)

Utility of user i when sending bits of layer l.

f sig (l, i, d)

The pdf of ui,l (d).

NPRB (l, i )(d)

Number of PRBs required to send layer l of user i.

Nbits (l, i )

Number of bits of layer l of user i.

drad

Radius of cell sector.

Asec

Area of cell sector.

dsec ( p)

Radius of a sector centered at the BS occupied by p% of the users.

f d (d, p)

The pdf of the distance d of a single user within the sector defined by radius
dsec ( p).

TPRB

The time duration of a single PRB or time-slot.

Rframe

Frame rate.

N7

Number of frames per GOP.
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Table 1. Cont.
NTS , MPRB , TD

Maximum number of time-slots, maximum number of PRBs and maximum
delay constraint or duration, respectively, to send all layers of a GOP.

m

Number of PRBS per time-slot.

i, l

Indexes of the tagged user and tagged layer, respectively.

bi, b
l

Indexes of a competing user and layer, respectively.

γi ( d )

Mean SNR of a user at distance d from the BS.

α

Utility coefficient.

NPRB (l, i, d), PPRB (k, l, i, d)

Number of PRBs required to send layer l of user i, and its probability mass
function, respectively.

Nbits (l, i ), PLB (k, l, i )

Number of bits of layer l of user i and its probability mass function, respectively.

N

Number of users.

efade , f fade (e)

Shadow fading random variable and its pdf, respectively.

5. Numerical Results and Analysis
All users are assumed to be streaming video sequences with identical traffic and quality statistics.
Specifically, statistics of the first hour of the Tokyo Olympics video (133 128 frames at 30 frames/s) [37]
are used. Its traffic statistics, quality statistics and trace are publicly available at [38]. The video
sequence is in the Common Intermediate Format (CIF, 352 × 288 pixels). We consider the temporal
layers embedded in the video stream encoded with H.264 SVC, with a GOP structure {K0 B2 B1 B2 K0 ..},
where K0 is an I or P key picture. Thus, NL = 3 and l ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The probability distribution PLB (k, l, i )
of layer l and the set of average PSNR values ql are obtained from [38]. In Reference [38], two values
are given for the average PSNR of the key picture, namely, 27.31 dB and 26.94 dB for the I frame and
P frame, respectively. In this study, we use the lower value for both types of key pictures and set
q0 = 26.94 dB, while q1 and q2 equal 28.43 dB and 29.32 dB, respectively.
For the wireless system, parameter values are taken mostly from [39,40]. The channel is assumed
to be flat in time and frequency due to the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
modulation and the effective exploitation of diversity in the time and frequency domains. Independent
lognormal shadow fading with pdf f fade (e) and a standard deviation of 8 dB has been assumed.
The values for the BS antenna gain, UE antenna gain, UE noise figure and total sector TX power are
14 dBi, 0 dBi, 7 dB and 46 dBm, respectively. The time-slot duration TPRB is 0.5 ms. The coverage
of the sector has a radius of 250 m. The maximum number of PRBs per sector m is 34 per slot, with
each PRB having a bandwidth of 180 kHz. Furthermore, we assume a maximum spectral efficiency
of 6 bits/s/Hz in each PRB, for 64 QAM modulation without MIMO spatial multiplexing. Therefore,
the maximum bit rate per PRB rmax is 1080 kbits/s. A 2 × 2 MIMO antenna diversity gain of 6 dB is
assumed. The distance-dependent path gain is given by −128.1 − 37.6 log10 (d).
Of all the statistical distributions used in the analytical model, the distributions PLB (k, l, i ) and
f fade (e) are all given, the former is obtained empirically [38], while the latter is assumed to be lognormal.
The pdf of f d (d, p) is derived from a transformation, given that d2 is uniformly distributed over the
range (0, dsec ( p)]. The other distributions mentioned above are derived from one or more of these
three distributions, and are obtained numerically from Monte-Carlo simulations.
Figure 4 shows a plot of PSNR versus number of users for different classes of users and for α = 0,
where users are classified according to the region they occupy in the sector. This scenario corresponds
to channel-aware only scheduling. The results show that the closest 20% of users achieve the maximum
PSNR performance over the entire observed range. The PSNR deteriorates at a rapid rate the further
the range of users considered.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding plot using the significance throughput metric for different
classes of users and for α = 0. The results show that the closest 20% of users achieve the maximum
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significance throughput of unity, hence the maximum PSNR performance, over the entire observed
range. A frame rate of 30 fps is considered, which maps to a maximum delay constraint of 0.1333 s to
deliver all the layers comprising the the 4 frames of the GOP. The significance throughput follows the
same trend as the PSNR and deteriorates at a rapid rate the further the range of users considered.

Figure 4. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) versus number of users for different classes of users and
α = 0.

Figure 5. Significance throughput versus number of users for different classes of users and α = 0.

Figures 6 and 7 show corresponding plots using the significance throughput for α = 0.25 and
α = 0.5, respectively. These plots show the impact of introducing content-awareness, while reducing
proportionately the extent of channel awareness. The results show that the performance of the closest
20% of users declines at a rapid rate as α is increased from zero to 0.5, while the performance of the
users measured over larger distance ranges improves at a slower rate. For α = 0.5, the performance
across all distance ranges have converged significantly.
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Figure 6. Significance throughput versus number of users for different classes of users and α = 0.25.

Figure 7. Significance throughput versus number of users for different classes of users and α = 0.5.

The objective of introducing content awareness is to improve the fairness of the proposed
scheduling algorithm, in general, and particularly to enhance the performance of distant users at
a minimum penalty to users close to the BS. For illustration, we consider minimum significance
throughput target for the closest 20% of users to be 23 , which corresponds to receiving the most
important two out of the three layers. For the closest 100% of users, that is all users, we consider
minimum significance to be 13 , which corresponds to receiving the most important one out of the three
layers. With these constraints, the maximum number of users that can be supported increases from
78% to 90% (a 15% enhancement), as α increases from 0 to 0.25. It declines to 72% as α increases from
0.25 to 0.5.
Figures 8–10 show plots of significance throughput versus number of users for different maximum
delay constraints, corresponding to slightly reduce frame rates. Since the playback rate is constant
at 30 fps, reducing the frame-rate at scheduler implies that the video sequence will experience short
pauses. the shorter the pauses the less perceptible to the user. Figures 8 and 10 show the case for 100%
of the users with α equal to zero and 0.25, respectively, while Figure 9 shows the case for 20% of the
users and α = 0.25.
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Figure 8. Significance throughput versus number of users for different maximum delay constraints,
100% of users and α = 0.

Figure 9. Significance throughput versus number of users for different maximum delay constraints,
20% of users and α = 0.25.

Figure 10. Significance throughput versus number of users for different maximum delay constraints,
100% of users and α = 0.25.

The results show that increasing the delay constraint increases the significance throughput, and
hence PSNR, for all cases. The results show that significant performance improvement is possible for
small increases in delay, or equivalently small reductions in frame rate. Consider an increase in the
delay constraint from 0.1333 s to 0.1583 s, corresponding to a reduction in frame rate at the scheduler
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from 30 fps to 25.27 fps. Given the constraints on the minimum significance throughput for the closest
20% and 100% users mentioned above, the maximum number of users that can be supported increases
from 91% to 109% (a 19.8% enhancement), as α increases from 0 to 0.25.
Table 2 shows the simulation results for content-aware and content-unaware scheduling strategies.
A comparison between the proposed fuzzy-based scheduler and the standard schedulers has been
carried out, as these schedulers provide fairly good performance in terms of PSNR and number of
users. The simulation framework and the channel model parameters are the same as in our previous
study [2]. Furthermore, we also select the same SVC videos as in our previous study [2]. The SVC
layers of different video contents are marked with a priority index according to the QoE based
marking algorithm in [11]. As a benchmark strategy, we utilise the proportional fair (PF) and M-LWDF
schedulers. The simulation results of the proposed and benchmark strategies are reported in Table 2.
According to the table, the proposed fuzzy based scheduler achieves a cumulative video quality of
35.8 dB when the total number of video streaming users is 8. On the other hand, PF and M-LWDF
schedulers achieves a video quality of 31.8 dB and 37.1 dB, respectively. The increase in load (in terms
of the total number of streaming users) decreases the cumulative video quality of all the strategies.
However, the degradation in video quality of the proposed fuzzy-based scheduler is lower as compared
to the benchmark strategies. This is mainly because the fuzzy-based scheduler prioritises the most
important SVC layers. Therefore, layers contributing highest to the QoE are scheduled before their
deadline. The increase in load prioritises the most important SVC layer of each user. On the other
hand, PF and M-LWDF strategies assign radio resources to the SVC layers irrespective of their quality
contributions, which results in a steep fall in the quality, as shown in Table 2, when the number of
users is increased from 8 to 24.
Table 2. Simulation results for content-aware and content-unaware scheduling strategies.
Parameters

Fuzzy-Based Scheduler

PF-Scheduler

M-LWDF-Scheduler

Channel Aware

x

x

x

Delay Aware

x

Content Aware

x
Results
Network Load (Users)

Metrics
PSNR (dB)

Network Load (Users)

Network Load (Users)

8

12

16

20

24

8

12

16

20

24

8

12

16

20

24

35.8

34.9

32

30.7

29

31.8

25.3

21.5

20.8

20.8

37.1

30.8

21.5

20.8

20.8

6. Conclusions
A novel intelligent fuzzy logic-based content and channel aware downlink scheduler for scalable
video streaming has been proposed. Using novel content-aware and standard performance metrics,
the performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm through the analytical model is evaluated.
The fuzzy logic controller allows a single utility parameter to be defined and use the trade-off between
content and channel-awareness in order to enhance the overall user experience throughout the coverage
area. The results show that the number of supported users can be enhanced by as much as 15%, for
playback without pauses and as much as 19% if short imperceptible pauses are acceptable. Significantly,
the results demonstrate that channel-aware only and content-aware only schemes are inadequate for
supporting video services in a cellular environment. The former delivers disproportionately good
quality to users close to the BS, while users at the sector edge are unable to meet a minimum quality.
The latter significantly penalises users with good channels, while the performance of edge users,
though improved, remains minimal. The proposed algorithm allows for a fairer allocation of resources
among users across the entire sector coverage, allowing for the enhancement of video quality at edges
of the cell while minimising the degradation to users closer to the BS. Future work will consider
heterogenous video traffic and the sensitivity to different fuzzy rule bases and membership functions
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for the fuzzy-controller. In addition, a performance analysis between our proposed scheduling
algorithm and other content and channel aware scheduling algorithms will be considered.
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